Rapid Access Defense
Infinite combinations
and positioning of
weapons!
Mounts horizontally
or vertically on wall in
concealed locations!
NEW! Electronic lock
now available (LOCK102)!
Caron Forensics introduces RAD, an innovative solution for weapons storage. It is designed for
fast access & presentation of weapons. It easily mounts on a wall almost anywhere in your home
or business. More practical & efficient than conventional safes & handgun boxes!
Safely secures
& positions
handguns.
One comes
standard in
RAD2. Additional
holders sold
separately.

Securely grips objects,
approximately
1” - 1.5” in diameter,
such as pepper spray
flashlights & pistol
magazines. One
comes standard.
Additional holders
sold separately.

Rubber coated
hooks capable
of holding a
variety of rifles or
shotguns. Can be
attached in infinite
positions along
either rail. One set
comes standard in
RAD4. Additional sets sold separately.

Handgun Holder

Flashlight Holder

Rifle/Shotgun Holder

Model:
HLDR101

Model:
CLIP104

Model:
HLDR102

MSRP:
$19.99

MSRP:
$19.99		

MSRP:
$29.99

Keyless electronic
lock for (replaces
standard lock).
Ten button
numeric keypad
with four or eight
digit codes. Easy
to use. Built-in
intelligence prevents battery failure.

The small clip is
designed to mount a
variety of holsters or
other objects which
require this style
clip. Also useful
for papers and
documents, such as
paper money, credit
cards, and your concealed carry permit.

Magnetic Holder

Electronic Lock

Holster Spring Clip

Model:
HLDR103

Model:
LOCK102

Model:
CLIP103

Magnetically
secures metal
objects, such
as knives or
handcuffs,
into place for
quick access.
One standard.
Additional magnets
sold separately.
MSRP:
$19.99

MSRP:
$69.99		

MSRP:
$19.99		
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Designed to
store handguns
in holsters with
clips, or anything
else that you wish
to attach with this
type of mount.

forensics
Holster Clip
Model:
CLIP102

RAD is specifically designed for the
storage and fast presentation of
defensive weapons in a wide range
of home and office environments.
These units are 2 ft. and 4 ft. long.
RAD cabinets have a stealthy design,
are easily concealed and can be
disguised as something else, such as
an electrical box.
They are surface mounted
horizontally or vertically, ideally in
an inconspicuous location, such as
a bedroom closet, home/business
office or your family’s emergency meeting place.
Weapons are stored by means of specially designed
accessories that clip to the twin rails inside RAD. Accessories
designed to hold weapons have a protective plastic or foam
coating. All accessories are uniquely designed so the cabinet
is customized to exactly how it would be accessed in an
emergency situation.
RAD’s comes standard with a strong key-lock latch to keep
unauthorized persons out. An optional electronic lock is also
available. Once unlocked, our unique gas spring deployment
system opens the cabinet, enabling the use of both hands to
quickly access multiple tactical items.
RAD’s are also available in 2 ft. Mobile RAD2, 4 ft. Mobile RAD4,
Double-door RAD GunWall and Double-door RAD GunWorks.
RAD2 comes standard with handgun holder, magnetic holder,
and flashlight/clip holder. RAD4 comes standard with rifle hook
holder, magnetic holder, and flashlight/clip holder.

MSRP:
$19.99		

The shelf is
designed to store
boxed ammunition
or other
miscellaneous
tactical and
personal items. Mounts on either rail;
turns 90 degrees for vertical installations.
Shelf
Model:
SHLF115

MSRP:
$29.99		

Safely secure rifle/
shotgun barrel
and handguns.
The Velcro strap
& its adjustable
height makes this
accessory very
versatile for your
individual need.
Adjustable Yoke
Model:
HLDR111

Price:
$34.99

The Mobile RAD
Pad is as versatile
as it is mobile!
Use this accessory
to secure your
handgun, rifle/
shotgun stock,
police baton,
flashlight and
more!
Mobile RAD Pad
Model:
HLDR109

Price:
$24.95

More accessories available online at
www.caronforensics.com!
Name: Model: MSRP:
RAD2 6182
$399.00
RAD4 6184
$499.00
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